Mile‐long driveway with oak trees and Spanish moss leading to Wormsloe Plantation, Savannah

SANTA BARBARA MUSEUM OF ART

Springtime in Charleston & Savannah
March 26 to April 1, 2023
Charleston and Savannah, known for their charming galleries, historic
neighborhoods, pastel images, endearing church-steepled cityscapes, and lightfilled views of marshes and creeks, have now added a notable contemporary art
scene to their list of offered treasures. Guests will enjoy seeing first-hand the
Lowcountry Southern culture, experiencing elegant architecture and culinary
delights, and learning the myriad ways Charleston and Savannah continue to be
critical to the art discourse of the United States. Leading us through these two
cities is an art historian, as well as on-site curators and directors, artists, local
experts, and the owners of the homes we will enter. Touring both cities allows
guests to view the spectrum and specificity, depth and relevance of each respective
art scene, and traveling with SBMA means special access and private experiences
not possible on one’s own.

Begin in Charleston, where blocks of elegant buildings have been exquisitely
preserved and meticulously restored, and our hotel, French Quarter Inn, is
perfectly located. The Homes we will visit are grandly furnished with museum
quality decorative arts and many have deep verandahs, or “piazzas” that always
face southwest to catch the bay breezes and provide a gathering spot to chat.
Charleston’s multifaceted history shares space with an intellectual relevance and
cutting edge art scene that is entirely unique. Described as the “Belle of the South,”
this spirited city is a lively cultural mecca, often voted by Condé Nast Traveler
readers as the number one U.S. city, as well as the friendliest.
During the drive from Charleston south to Savannah, the landscape turns from the
crisper scenes and busy port towns of South Carolina to the lush subtropical
landscapes of Georgia.
Savannah is a picturesque city of southeastern mystique, in the midst of which our
hotel, The Alida, is located. A “preservationist’s wonderland,” Savannah’s
remarkable architecture was famously spared from the torch by General Sherman
and twenty-one of the original twenty-four squares remain today. Historic squares,
fountains, and cobbled streets are shaded by ancient oaks dripping with Spanish
moss. Southern mansions display ornamental ironwork covered in climbing roses.
Steeped in tradition, Savannah, which has so often looked back, is now looking
forward more than ever. Students at Savannah College of Art and Design (SCAD)
constantly make the city proud with their innovations. New restaurants, galleries,
and cultural happenings explore the ways in which the past can delicately merge
with the present.
Both cities are made for walkers with narrow streets and alleys that reveal secret
gardens behind twisting wrought iron gates and church graveyards where 300
years of history are etched in stone. Where pride of traditional hospitality merges
with a desire to be engaged in important and current discourse, Charleston and
Savannah are critical components to an art world that is both regionally
representative and globally contextualized.
Springtime brings wisteria, azaleas, daffodils, amaryllis, weeping flowering cherry
trees, and the blooming of the dogwoods. Through special connections, the
Museum has organized a unique itinerary completely customized for the SBMA
traveler and we hope you will join us!

The tour is based at the following two hotels:
The French Quarter Inn, Charleston, South Carolina ~ four nights
The intimate boutique hotel, known for personal service and a classic feel, is perfectly
situated in the historic section of Charleston and within an easy walk of the City Market,
historic sites, and hundreds of top-notch restaurants. Entering along a brick pathway
under an ivy-covered archway makes one feel as if they are entering their home away
from home, with all the amenities one would expect from a top hotel.

The Alida, Savannah, Georgia ~ two nights
Many of Savannah's riverfront hotels are in converted warehouses and the Alida is no
different. The attractive building made of exposed brickwork, mid-century furniture and
accents, and art throughout, make this a stylish but laid back hotel with excellent Southern
hospitality. One of several properties along the riverfront, it is a bit removed from the
main tourist area and is walking distance to Savannah's best shopping, dining, and
attractions. Opened in 2018, the Alida, named for Alida Harper Fowlkes, a beloved
architectural preservationist, has an acclaimed restaurant, Rhett, and The Trade Room bar,
the design of which mixes mid-century modern and Art Deco styles.

~ ITINERARY ~
March 26, 2023, Sunday ~ Home Gateway to Charleston
Fly into Charleston International Airport (CHS), arriving in the early evening. A private
group transfer to the hotel will be provided for those on the suggested flights. The
prosperous, cosmopolitan seaport city of Charleston dates to colonial times. It was here in
Charleston’s harbor that Confederate troops first fired upon Fort Sumter, starting the Civil
War. Our hotel, in the center of the Historic District, is in a perfect location for exploring
the city. Gather in the hotel lobby to depart for a welcome dinner at High Cotton. French
Quarter Inn (D)

March 27, 2023, Monday ~ Charleston
Breakfast is included each morning in the hotel’s Palmetto Café where large windows
invite the outside in and a stunning garden‐style setting offers the option of dining
alfresco. Depart on foot for a walking tour of Historic Charleston. Step into St. Michael’s
Church to see its stained glass window created by Louis Lederlie for Tiffany Studios, then
meander through quaint alleys to the heart of the Charleston Renaissance. Continue our
narrated stroll past many fine examples of Philip Simmons’ wrought ironwork and see
Catfish Row, the inspiration for the American opera, Porgy and Bess. Enter a few of
Charleston’s preeminent art galleries, then sit down for lunch at 82 Queen, one of
Charleston’s oldest and most celebrated restaurants serving refined Lowcountry cuisine.
This afternoon, join the curator of the Nathaniel Russell House for a tour of this National
Historic Landmark that is widely recognized architecturally as one of America’s most
important Neoclassical dwellings. Built around 1808, the graceful interior’s elaborate
plasterwork ornamentation, geometrically shaped rooms, and a magnificent free‐flying
staircase are among the most exuberant ever created in early America. The house is
surrounded by lush formal gardens. Walk across the street to the privately‐owned
Timothy Ford House which features a collection of 20th‐century art. End our day with a
delightful visit to the home and private art collection of one of Charleston’s most
discerning gallery owners. Work by artists such as Thomas Sully, Alfred Hutty, and Otto
Neumann hang in this circa‐1743 residence that is adorned with special details, including
cypress wall paneling throughout the public spaces and original Dutch terra‐cotta pavers
on the first‐floor piazza. Return to the hotel and later gather for dinner together at Eleve,
which features French‐inspired dishes with a garden‐herbal twist, atop Charleston’s
Grand Bohemian hotel. French Quarter Inn (B,L,D)

Charleston

March 28, 2023, Tuesday ~ Charleston
After breakfast, depart on foot for a private Director‐led before‐opening‐hours tour of
the highlights of the Gibbes Museum of Art which houses one of the finest collections of
American Art in the Southeast. Designed by Frank P. Millburn, the building is
Charlestonʹs best example of the Beaux Arts style of architecture. The Gibbes collection of
modern and contemporary art was created over the past forty years by artists who are
native to the area, who have worked in Charleston, or who have created objects that reflect
the complex story of the region. Depart in our private coach for the ironwork artist Philip
Simmons’ home and view several examples of his work. Simmons’ abilty to endow raw
iron with pure lyricism is known and admired, and it has gained him wide praise
including the National Endowment for the Arts National Heritage Fellowship, the highest
honor that the United States can bestow on a traditional artist.
Relax for a group lunch at Circa 1886, tucked within the original carriage house of the
Wentworth Mansion. The restaurant exemplifies the old‐world charm of historic
downtown Charleston and the food is a modern take on the city’s classic Lowcountry
cuisine. Take a walk through the Wentworth Mansion, a tribute to Charleston’s gilded age

with its Italian crystal chandeliers, hand‐carved marble fireplaces, and Tiffany stained
glass. You can also enjoy 360‐degree views of Charleston from the cupola.
Spend the afternoon touring the best of Charleston’s homes, art collections, and gardens.
Enjoy a special visit to a superlative private art collection that provides a near‐
encyclopedic survey of Charleston’s top contemporary artists. The collection includes
works by William Halsey, Karl Beckwith Smith, Tim Hussey, Fred Jamar, Ben
Hollingsworth, Jill Hooper, Ben Rutenberg, Linday Windham, Brianna Stello, Sean Ahern,
Tate Nation, Honor Marks, Jay Fletcher, and Sarah Hines. Visit another exquisite private
home and garden in Charleston’s historic district. Return to the hotel for an evening at
leisure. A list of restaurant suggestions will be provided. French Quarter Inn (B,L)

March 29, 2023, Wednesday ~ Charleston countryside
Today we drive into the countryside to visit two historic plantations, beginning with
Drayton Hall, a National Trust Home that is considered the finest example of Georgian
Palladian architecture in the U.S., built circa 1738. It has been preserved, not restored, and
remains without the adornment of modern trappings that have permanently altered many
historic homes.
Continue to Middleton Place and begin with a buffet lunch, an opportunity to indulge in
typical Lowcountry food, including Okra Soup, Fried Chicken, Plantation Chicken Salad,
Hickory Smoked Barbeque Pork, Collard Greens, Hoppinʹ John, Corn Pudding, Pecan Pie,
Freshly Baked Cornbread, and Buttermilk Biscuits. Middleton Place, a Registered
National Historic Landmark, has been the plantation home of the Middleton family since
1741. After lunch, stroll through the magnificent Formal Gardens (the oldest in America)
laid out by Henry Middleton in 1741, which sit on a hill above the Ashley River. Sixty‐five
acres of landscaped terraces, shadowed pathways, symmetrical garden rooms with
plantings from around the world, and butterfly lakes surround the home. Explore the
stable yards, a living outdoor museum where the behind‐the‐scenes story of life on an 18th‐
century plantation is told with animals, artifacts, and craft exhibits. Take time to read the
2000+ names of enslaved Africans that were part of the estate and its wealth. See Eliza’s
cabin, a typical Lowcountry slave’s cabin.
On the way back to town, visit the studio of Charleston’s preeminent sweetgrass
basketmaker and MacArthur “Genius Grant” Fellow. Return to the hotel for an
independent evening. French Quarter Inn (B,L)

March 30, 2023, Thursday ~ Charleston to Savannah
After breakfast, check out and depart by coach for the two‐hour drive southwest to
Savannah, Georgia. Georgia’s oldest city sits on a bluff overlooking the Savannah River. In

the late 18th century, during the height of the trans‐Atlantic slave trade, Africans were
brought to the Port of Savannah to work the cotton and rice fields. In 1864, the city fell to
Sherman’s troops and was spared destruction when President Lincoln intervened on its
behalf. Today the fine avenues and open spaces form the cornerstone of the three‐square‐
mile Historic District, which features over 1,000 Federal and Regency buildings and 21
verdant squares that bloom with colorful flowers in the spring.
Arrive at the Savannah College of Art and Design for a curator‐led tour of SCAD
Museum of Art. Housed in an 1853 brick structure that was once a railway depot for the
Central of Georgia Railway, it is a premier contemporary art museum that features
emerging and established international artists through commissioned works and rotating
exhibitions. This National Historic Landmark is the only surviving antebellum railroad
complex in the U.S. and the museum has breathed life into these ruins.
Walk to a private lunch at The Grey which is opening specially for our group. Occupying
a 1938 art deco Greyhound Bus Terminal, The Grey offers a food and service experience
that is simultaneously familiar and elevated.

Forsyth Park in Savannah, Georgia

Drive to Forsyth Park and begin a walking tour of Savannah, focusing on the women
who both guarded and crafted Savannah in various ways, and who often defied
expectations through their wit, ingenuity, and courage. We will learn about these women
through art, architecture, and history. Conclude our walking tour on the stunning
residential Jones Street with a visit to a special private art collection. Board our coach for a
visit to Laney Contemporary Fine Art. Director and owner, Susan Laney is an
independent curator with more than 20 years of experience in the fine art market. Laney
specializes in photography and contemporary art from both emerging and established
artists with a focus on the South. We will see the work of as well as meet with artist Betsy
Cain. Depart by bus for our hotel. The evening is at leisure; a list of restaurant suggestions
will be provided. The Alida (B,L)

March 31, 2023, Friday ~ Savannah
Begin the day with a private before‐opening‐hours guided visit to the Owens‐Thomas
House and Slave Quarters. This house, designed by William Jay, is one of the finest
examples of Regency architecture in America. Continue to the Telfair Academy for a
special curator‐led tour. Housed in a stately two‐story mansion, designed by William Jay
in the Neoclassical Regency style and built in 1819, the Telfair Academy contains three
19th‐century period rooms and houses 19th‐ and 20th‐century American and European art
from the Telfair Museums’ permanent collection. Cross the street to the Jepson Center for
the Arts and begin with lunch in the museum restaurant, followed by another curator‐led
tour. Designed by internationally acclaimed architect Moshe Safdie, who also designed
Crystal Bridges Museum in Bentonville, AK, the Jepson Center features over 7,500 square
feet of gallery space and is home to the Telfair’s Kirk Varnedoe Collection, a cornerstone of
the museum’s contemporary holdings. Assembled in honor of the late Savannah native,
scholar, and MoMA curator Kirk Varnedoe, the collection features work by Jasper Johns,
Chuck Close, Roy Lichtenstein, Jeff Koons, Robert Rauschenberg, Frank Stella, and
Richard Avedon. The museum’s diverse contemporary collection also features important
works by William Christenberry, Helen Levitt, Sam Gilliam, James Brooks, and many
notable Georgia artists. The Telfair and the Jepson are the oldest public museums in the
South.
Depart by bus for Wormsloe Plantation, the estate of one of Georgia’s founding members,
Noble Jones, who came to Savannah in 1733 at the same time as Oglethorpe, a name you
will also hear a lot. Wormsloe was the first plantation in Georgia and the tabby ruins of
Jones’ original home is the oldest standing structure in Savannah. Today, a mile‐long
driveway sheltered by oak trees and Spanish moss leads to the elegant 19th‐century home
where Craig and Diana Barrow live and a detached library devoted to Georgia history.
Craig is a direct descendant of Nobel Jones. Alternatively, remain in town for free time
for curated shopping. A list of suggestions will be provided.

This evening, say farewell to the South during dinner at Local 11ten. Within a
contemporary atmosphere housed in a restored 1950ʹs‐era bank, Local 11ten’s Executive
Chef Brandy Williamson brings a French‐inspired flare to traditional Southern Cuisine.
The Alida (B,L,D)

April 1, 2023, Saturday ~ Savannah to Home Gateway
After breakfast at the hotel, check out and store luggage on our coach as we make one
additional visit to complete our time in Savannah: the studio of a fantastic fiber artist,
whose bold and colorful work is fiber art at its finest. Continue to Savannah/Hilton Head
International Airport (SAV) for departing flights. SBMA’s suggested flight departs mid‐
day. (B)

Savannah

Tour Costs:
 Per person, double occupancy: $5,475
 Per person, single occupancy: $6,695
 Plus Tour‐Related Donation to SBMA:
$500 per person

FOR MORE INFO OR TO
MAKE A RESERVATION:
Phone: (805) 884‐6435
Fax: (805) 966‐6840
Email: travel@sbma.net
Web: www.sbma.net/travel

Included:
• Hotel accommodations for 6 nights
• Breakfast daily at the hotel, 5 lunches, 3
dinners
• 2 glasses of wine, beer, or non‐alcoholic drinks at included group dinners (and
bottled water on motor coach)
• All entrance fees for included activities, excursions, sightseeing, tours, and special
occasions as described in the itinerary
• All land transportation by private coach for included activities
• Airport transfers in Charleston and Savannah for those on the suggested flights
• The services of a Tour Manager, art historian, and SBMA host (with 15 participants)
for the duration of the tour, plus on‐site experts at various venues
• Gratuities to guides, drivers, restaurant staff, and porters for included activities and
meals
• Pre‐tour gathering in Santa Barbara a few weeks prior to departure
• Pre‐departure documentation and materials
Not included: Flights into Charleston and out of Savannah; checked baggage fees and any other
airline/travel fees; airport transfers in home city; airport transfers and porter tips for those not on the
suggested flights; optional travel insurance (highly recommended); customary tips to Tour Manager;
housekeeping tips; expenses incurred as a result of delays or deviations; any activities mentioned as
optional or suggested; items of a personal nature such as room service, not‐included meals and
beverages, telephone or internet charges; medical tests (i.e. Covid‐19 tests) if required; and items not
specifically mentioned as included.
Air Arrangements: To allow maximum flexibility for travelers, flights are not included in the cost of the
tour. A suggested flight schedule will be sent to confirmed passengers once the group has been formed.
Please do not book your flights until the minimum group size has been reached and you hear more from
SBMA about booking flights. Round‐trip airport transfers between the airport and hotel in DC are
included for those on the suggested flights. Flights are subject to change. In the case of flight changes the
participant is responsible for any costs for hotels, transfers, and meals required as a result. Trip
Cancellation/ Interruption Insurance is strongly encouraged.
Requirements: For your own enjoyment and the enjoyment of the group, we must stress the following
requirements. Participants must be physically fit and in active good health. Days will be busy with a
moderate amount of walking and standing during tours. Sightseeing excursions may last for a few hours
with distances of up to a few miles and participants must be able to keep pace with a larger group, get on
and off of buses, and navigate uneven terrain, stairs, and slippery surfaces with ease and without
assistance. Good health and stamina plus a sense of adventure and a positive, flexible attitude about
delays and inconveniences are also essential. Participants must enjoy being part of a group tour. The right
is reserved to decline or retain any person as member of the tour, when such action is determined by

SBMA to be in the best interests of the health, safety, enjoyment, or general welfare of the tour group or
the individual participant. We reserve the right to ask you for health information before you travel.
Museum Membership Requirement: Travel is a benefit of Museum Membership. Non‐members
will be required to join at the general “Friend” level ($80 or $60 for seniors) or higher and will
receive full membership benefits for a year. Members at the $500 “Enthusiast” level and above
receive advance notice about SBMA‐custom tours. Membership is separate from the $500
donation, which is the portion of your tour cost that is tax deductible.
Covid‐19 Requirements: For the protection of SBMA travelers and to adhere to the requirements of tour
operators, suppliers, and the destinations (i.e. countries, hotels, museums, restaurants, many of which are
requiring it), tour participants must be fully vaccinated for Covid‐19 and provide SBMA with proof of
vaccination prior to departure. A negative test before the tour begins is currently required by SBMA, if
not already required by the destination. Other Covid‐19 requirements may apply and further details will
be sent prior to departure.
General Caution: This is a group tour taking place in the era of a pandemic and we urge everyone to be
cautious before departure and to take precautions while traveling and on tour, in order to keep the group
as safe as possible. Travel always has inherent risks. There are new and constantly evolving risks with
travelling during the Covid‐19 pandemic. When choosing to travel during this time you are accepting
these risks. There will be times during the tour where you gather with your fellow travelers unmasked,
such as during meals. There are things we as individuals can do to mitigate risk such as masking and
distancing if possible and when appropriate. It is important to be aware of your personal health status
and let tour staff know if you develop a sore throat, runny nose, cough or other symptoms. New policies
may be implemented during the tour such as daily testing if deemed necessary by tour staff. We greatly
appreciate your help with keeping yourself and those around you as safe as possible.
Tour Protocols Regarding Covid‐19: Travel has the potential to transform people and places, to have
a positive impact on those lucky enough to experience it, and to make one’s life richer forever. Our goal is
to make those experiences a reality while implementing science‐based methods for staying healthy while
traveling. At SBMA Travel we are committed to your comfort, health, and safety. Due to the ever‐
changing nature of the pandemic, protocols will be adjusted to fit the current health and safety guidelines
at the time of travel. Information will be provided to participants before and during travel. SBMA and on‐
the‐ground suppliers will take appropriate measures and reserve the right to make adjustments to
respond to up‐to‐date regulations. Since guidelines change month‐to‐month, specific requirements for
this tour will be shared closer to departure based on the requirements to operate a safe tour at that time.
We ask that all travelers kindly comply with requests from tour staff in the interests of everyone’s
comfort and safety. Tour leaders reserve the right to enforce rules established for the tour and by any
authority such as tour operator, SBMA, government, vendors, etc. Tour members who do not comply can
be removed from the tour at their own expense.
If by chance you test positive for Covid‐19 in the 72 hours leading up to the tour, or at any time during
the tour, you will need to remove yourself from group activities and will not be able to rejoin the tour
until testing negative on a clinic or physician issued test. It is for this reason that we highly recommend
travel insurance. You should confirm with the insurance company what will (and will not) be covered in
the event you contract Covid‐19 and are unable to continue on the tour. You will also want to know what
documentation the insurance company will require to support a claim should you need to file one. Tour
staff will assist as needed with adjusting hotel reservations and transfers, arranging or offering guidance
for doctor visits, testing, and interpreting the local regulations.
Cancellation Policy: Cancellations before October 1, 2022: $400 per person cancellation fee. On
December 26, 2022 your deposit becomes fully non‐refundable. Final payment is due by check December

26, 2022 and becomes fully non‐refundable on January 26, 2023. Cancellations between December 26 and
January 26: a percentage of final payment is non‐refundable; refundable amount decreases with time and
will be determined at the time of cancellation based on how much SBMA is refunded by our suppliers.
The SBMA tour‐related donation may be paid with the interim or final payment and is not refundable
and not insurable. By placing a deposit on the tour, you are acknowledging acceptance of terms and
cancellation penalty, and that you have read the section on Requirements. We HIGHLY recommend a
travel insurance policy with “Cancel for Any Reason” (CFAR) coverage, as SBMA will not be able to
reimburse you in the event of cancellation. If SBMA and/or our operator call off the tour, we would likely
postpone rather than cancel the tour and transfer monies paid to the new dates. If you are unable to
participate in the future dates, we would attempt to reimburse you what we can, but reimbursements are
not guaranteed since our suppliers are not legally obliged to give refunds. We can only refund what we
can recover from the vendors.
Travel Insurance: A confirmation letter and travel insurance information will be sent to you upon receipt
of your tour deposit. While optional, due to the Covid‐19 pandemic it is highly recommended to get
travel insurance with the benefit to “Cancel for Any Reason” (CFAR). It is crucial to purchase travel
insurance within 21 days of your deposit and that you understand all aspects of your policy. We
recommend insuring only the deposit at first (please note, however, that it is your responsibility to insure
the additional payments as soon as you make them; if you prefer not to have to think about this, please
insure the total tour cost.) If you do not purchase insurance and have to cancel, there will be no flexibility
with the cancellation terms for any reason including but not limited to fear of travel due to Covid‐19, if you
contract or show symptoms of Covid‐19 prior to departure or during the tour, or you are exposed to
someone with Covid‐19 prior or during the tour, including from another tour participant. If the tour can
be operated in compliance with U.S. safety guidelines and the destination’s government policies, and one
makes the personal choice to cancel, all cancellation penalties apply. Insurance with the CFAR may be
your only source of (partial, usually 75%) reimbursement. As with any other sickness or injury, we and
our suppliers cannot be held responsible or liable in the event that a participant contracts Covid‐19, is
prevented from traveling due to a positive Covid‐19 test, is denied exit from, or entry to, a country or has
to isolate abroad or on their return because of health issues, including Covid‐19, or due to
government/border regulations. Again, travelers are strongly advised to take out personal travel
insurance with CFAR to cover for such eventualities.
Misc. notes: Arrangements, private visits, meetings with individuals, and tour cost are all subject to
change. Due to the pandemic, there is a possibility that hotels and restaurants could change; in the off
chance this happens, we would find comparable substitutions. Although SBMA and its suppliers will
make every effort to adhere to the printed itinerary, on occasion it may be necessary to adjust
arrangements because of circumstances beyond our control. Should an itinerary adjustment be necessary,
substitution will be made to the best of our ability and additional costs necessitated by such changes may
have to be covered by the tour member. If due to weather, flight schedules, or other uncontrollable
factors, participants are required to spend any additional days or nights in the destination, they will be
responsible for any additional expenses incurred, including hotel, transfers, and meal costs. Should
participants decide not to participate in certain parts of the program, or are for any reason prevented
from joining parts of the tour, no refunds will be made for those unused parts of the program. There are
no refunds if a portion of the tour is missed due to flight delays or cancellations. Depending on the
situation, trip insurance may reimburse for missed portions of the tour. If a staff member is unable to
participate, SBMA will make every effort to find a replacement with similar qualifications and no refunds
will be made. The tour is based on a minimum of 15. Final payments are to be made by check. SBMA’s
California Seller of Travel License #: 209026

RESERVATION FORM ~
Charleston & Savannah
RESERVE BY PHONE:
(805) 884‐6435 (office)
or MAIL FORM TO: SBMA Travel,
1130 State Street,
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
or FAX FORM TO: (805) 966‐6840
or EMAIL FORM TO:
travel@sbma.net
To hold your space on the tour, a $1,000 per person deposit is required (refundable before
October 1, 2022 minus a $400 cancellation fee) paid by check or credit card. Final payment is due
by check December 26, 2022. The SBMA tour‐related donation may be paid any time before
the final payment deadline by separate check.

 A check made payable to SBMA is enclosed.
 Please charge the deposit to my credit card:  VISA  MASTERCARD  AMEX
Card number ___________________________________________ Expires _______
Name as on card _______________________________ Security Code

 I/we are not current members; please charge for SBMA membership at the “Friend” level:
 $80 OR  $60 (senior) OR  $500 “Enthusiast” level, which gives you advanced
notice about SBMA’s most special travel programs and many other benefits. Visit
www.sbma.net/support/membership for full Membership details.

 I will be sharing a room with __________________________
 One Bed OR  Two Beds (based on availability)
 I/we would be interested in info on room upgrades.

OR



Single Supplement

Name(s) ____________________________________________________________________
Address _____________________________________________________________________
Home phone _______________

Cell ________________

E‐mail ___________________

IMPORTANT: By placing a deposit on the tour, you are acknowledging acceptance of the terms and
strict cancellation penalty, and that you have read the section on Requirements. A confirmation letter
and travel insurance information will be sent to you upon receipt of your reservation form and
deposit. While optional, travel insurance is highly recommended and can be time‐sensitive depending
on the benefits desired.
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